Semistatic word-based byte-oriented compressors are known to be attractive alternatives to compress natural language texts. With compression ratios around 30-35%, they allow fast direct searching of compressed text. In this article we reveal that these compressors have even more benefits. We show that most of the state-of-the-art compressors benefit from compressing not the original text, but the compressed representation obtained by a word-based byte-oriented statistical compressor. For example, p7zip with a dense-coding preprocessing achieves even better compression ratios and much faster compression than p7zip alone. We reach compression ratios below 17% in typical large English texts, which was obtained only by the slow PPM compressors. Furthermore, searches perform much faster if the final compressor operates over word-based compressed text. We show that typical self-indexes also profit from our preprocessing step. They achieve much better space and time performance when indexing is preceded by a compression step. Apart from using the well-known Tagged Huffman code, we present a new suffix-free Dense-Code-based compressor that compresses slightly better. We also show how some self-indexes can handle non-suffix-free codes. As a result, the compressed/indexed text requires around 35% of the space of the original text and allows indexed searches for both words and phrases. * A preliminary partial version of this work appeared in [1] .
INTRODUCTION

Classic compression
Traditionally, classical compressors used characters as the symbols to be compressed, that is, they regarded the text as a sequence of characters. Classical Huffman [2] uses a semistatic model to assign shorter codes to more frequent symbols. Unfortunately, the compression obtained when applying it to typical English natural language text 3 is poor (around 65% 4 ). The dictionarybased algorithms of the Ziv-Lempel family [3, 4] , which replace text substrings by previous occurrences thereof, are other well-known compressors. These algorithms are usually fast at compression and especially at decompression, but their compression ratio is still not that good (around 35-40%) . The LZMA algorithm is a sophisticated member of this family that is 3 Unless otherwise specified, our measures consider this type of source text. 4 The size of the compressed text as a percentage of its original size, assuming each original character is encoded in one byte.
included in the p7zip software. 5 With an augmented dictionary of up to 4 Gigabytes, it achieves attractive compression ratios (around 22-30%), at the cost of slower compression and decompression.
It is possible to obtain better compression by collecting k-th order statistics on the text. This is done by modelers that predict the probability of a symbol depending on the context formed by the last k symbols preceding it. This is the case of PPM (Prediction by Partial Matching) compressors [5] , which couple such modeling with an arithmetic coder [6, 7, 8] . Compression ratio is very good, for example around 17-26% using Shkarin's PPMd 6 but they are very slow at compression and decompression and require much memory. Good results can also be obtained by using a block-wise compressor such as Seward's bzip2. 7 This makes use of the Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) [9] to obtain a more compressible permutation of the text, and then applies a Move-To-Front strategy followed by a Huffman coder. In practice, using less memory than the PPM-based compressors, bzip2 obtains competitive compression ratios (around 24-29%) and it is much faster at both compression and decompression.
Other techniques, such as the offline compressors, are particularly well-suited to compress static databases (for example, those that could be stored in CDs or DVDs). Offline compressors make several passes over the text and might use large amounts of time or space at compression. Yet, they should be both fast and memory-efficient at decompression. One compressor of this family is Re-pair [10] , which successively replaces the most frequent pair of adjacent source symbols by a new symbol until all the pairs occur only once. It achieves very appealing compression ratios (around 20-31%), yet its compression time or space requirements (depending on the implementation) are rather high.
Word-based text compression
In [11] , Moffat presented a compressor using a zeroorder word-based modeler [12] which, combined with a Huffman coder, achieved compression ratios around 25%. With respect to using a character-based modeler, in addition to these improved compression ratios, the election of words as the source alphabet also yielded better compression and decompression times. Basically, as words display a more biased distribution of frequencies than characters (as Zipf's Law [13] indicates), they become more compressible with a compressor building on a zero-order modeler. Another way to see this is that, by using words, one captures k-th order statistics for a reasonable value of k, while ensuring that the model is not too large (as the vocabulary grows sublinearly with the size of the text collection [14] ).
Following the word-based approach, two new byteoriented compressors were presented later [15] . By using bytes instead of bits as the target alphabet (codewords are sequences of bytes rather than bits), compression worsens by around 5 percentage points (to around 30%). However, the method becomes much faster at compression and especially at decompression. The first technique, called Plain Huffman (PH), is just a Huffman code assigning byte rather than bit sequences to the codes, that is, this is just the d -ary Huffam code that appears in Huffman's original paper [2] , with d =256. Although it is possible to perform direct searches over PH compressed text [15, 16] , these are slower than searches over the second encoding, called Tagged Huffman (TH) . TH reserves the first bit of each byte in a codeword to mark the beginning of the codeword and builds the Huffman code over the remaining 7 bits. This leads to a loss of around 3 percentage points in compression ratio, but makes TH a fast self-synchronizing code, 8 which can be directly 8 That is, it is possible to detect quickly the beginning of searched for a compressed pattern with any string matching algorithm. While most Huffman codes have the property of self-synchronization [17] , this may require processing an arbitrary number of codewords. Some compressors introduce synchronization strings or marks to force the resynchronization after a given number of bits/bytes [18, 19] . There is a trade-off between the redundancy introduced by synchronizing strings or marks versus the resynchronization delay. TH has a mark at each byte, which guarantees fast synchronization and allows the use of classical pattern matching algorithms. Later, the dense codes [20] improved the performance of TH in most aspects. Dense codes are simpler and faster to build than Huffman codes. In addition, they permit the same fast direct searchability and random-decompression capabilities of TH, yet with better compression ratios. The simplest compressor using a dense coding scheme is End-Tagged Dense Code (ETDC), which achieves compression ratios around 31% using a semistatic zero-order word-based model. An improved variant, (s, c)-Dense Code (SCDC), reaches less than 0.3 percentage points over PH compression ratio. Subsequently, other competitive codes were presented [21, 22] , but they do not obtain the same search performance as the dense codes.
Although TH and the dense codes traditionally would only allow searching for words or phrases, even allowing errors or patterns with wildcards [15] , a recent work [23] shows that it is possible to search not only for words or phrases, but for arbitrary patterns. Yet, searches will perform much slower as searches for a given substring translate into searches for several patterns in parallel.
Self-indexes
Text compression has been recently integrated with text indexing, so that one can build an index that takes space proportional to the compressed text, replaces it, and permits fast indexed searching on it [24] . Practical examples of those so-called "self-index" structures are the Compressed Suffix Array (CSA) [25] , the Succinct Suffix Array (SSA) [26] , the Alphabet-Friendly FMindex (AFFM) [27] , and the Lz-index (LZI) [28, 29] . 9 Those indexes work for any type of text, achieve compression ratios of 40-60% in typical English texts, and can extract any text substring and locate the occurrence positions of a pattern string in a time that depends on the pattern length and the output size, but not on the text size (that is, the search process is not sequential). Most of them can also count the number of occurrences of a pattern string, much faster than by locating them.
Some word-based self-indexes have been developed, 3 such as the WCSA [30] and the WTBC [31] . These achieve compression ratios of 35-40% and provide indexed word-based searches (yet they cannot search for arbitrary text substrings).
Our results
In text compression, the word-based detour has been justified by the interest in achieving fast compression/decompression and direct searching on the compressed text, while maintaining a reasonably competitive compression ratio. Yet, in this article we use it in a different way. We show that those compressors designed for natural language actually become compression boosters for the best classical methods, both in compression time and compression ratio.
In addition, they also boost the time of sequentially searching for patterns in the compressed text. They even boost the performance of compressed self-indexes, both in compression ratio and search performance. The fact that we boost the compression ratio of compressors that are already supposed to capture the high-order correlations in T is an intriguing issue that we also discuss in the paper.
We show that compressing a typical English text T with dense codes (or any competitive word-based byteoriented code) is a fast and useful preprocessing step for a general-purpose text compressor or self-index. Let us call Dense(T ) the output of this preprocessing. As Dense(T ) reduces |T | to around |T |/3, when Dense(T ) is compressed again with a backend compressor X (i.e., the final, general-purpose compressor such as gzip, bzip2, p7zip, or PPMdj), in our tests 10 the cascade of compression processes X(Dense(T )) compresses much faster (up to 5 times) than just X(T ), in some cases decompresses faster (up to 85%), obtains better compression ratios (up to 11 percentage points less than X(T )), and allows searching for patterns 2-2.5 times faster. In some cases we achieve for the first time faster searching on the compressed text than on the plain text T . Our best compression results, achieved by using PPMdj as the backend compressor, compress the test file Congressional Record 1993 (CR) from trec-4 to 17%, which is much better than most of the state of the art, and obtain compression and decompression times around 7-85% better than PPMdj alone.
Typical self-indexes are designed to index/compress a sequence of characters. Therefore, since word-based byte-oriented statistical compressors use bytes as their target alphabet, the resulting compressed text can be indexed by the character-based self-indexes. If we want to search for a pattern using a self-index built from text compressed with, for example, TH, we just encode the pattern with the code used to obtain TH(T ) and use the index to search for the encoded pattern. As in the case of TH and dense-coded compressed text, it is possible to inspect the vocabulary of words to search for all the 10 See Section 7 for a complete description of such text files.
words (or sequences of words) that include a pattern that is an arbitrary sequence of characters.
If we want to display a snippet of T , we proceed in the reverse way. That is, we extract firstly a portion of the text compressed with TH and finally decompress it. Yet, for this search to be feasible, the code used to preprocess the text should be not only prefix-free (as required for virtually any encoder) but also suffix-free, otherwise the self-index might report false matches. A suffix-free code does not produce codewords that are suffixes of other codewords. TH has this property, but this is not the case of ETDC and SCDC. Another contribution of this article is the development of a suffixfree version of the dense codes, that is called (s,c,b,o)-Dense Code (SCBDC). We also show how some selfindexes can be adapted to work correctly over the nonsuffix-free SCDC code.
In our experiments, we will show that if we compare the self-indexes built over the uncompressed text T and those built over TH(T ), SCBDC(T ), or the adapted SCDC(T ), and we set the parameters of the self-indexes in order to obtain a structure of the same speed, those built over the word-based byte-oriented codes require between half and one third of the space needed by the ones built over plain text. On the other hand, if we set the parameters to have structures of the same size, the self-indexes build over compressed text are much (up to 130 times) faster. With respect to WTBC and WCSA, published after the preliminary version of this article, these indexes are much more involved and complex to implement than the simple solution presented in this work. Still, the character-based indexes over compressed text get close to the results of WTBC and WCSA, when they do not overcome them.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss some related work, and some previous concepts are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze why the cascade improves both the compression and the performance of the backend compressors. Section 5 is devoted to the cascade of compressors we test in our experiments, whereas Section 6 discusses the application of the preprocessing step to index text. Section 7 gives the experimental results. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
Preprocessing for compression
Preprocessing natural-language texts to improve their compression has a long tradition. A popular approach is to parse the source text into syntactic units, such as q-grams, syllables, or words, and run a compressor tailored to handle a sequence of unit identifiers [12, 11, 32, 33, 34, 15, 35, 36, 20] .
Alternatively, there are various ad-hoc heuristics [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] that enrich a general-purpose compressor by a preprocessing that chooses some words or other types of syntactic units and replaces them by different kinds of identifiers, usually assigning shorter identifiers to more frequent units. Those are coupled with a number of very specific tricks that slightly improve the compression ratio.
The best compression results in this line, as far as we know, is the MPPM family. The MPPM adaptive compressor [43] maps text words into 2-byte identifiers that are later encoded with Shakarin/Cheney's PPMdi [44] . Since 2 bytes only permit 2 16 identifiers, MPPM uses a vocabulary pruning strategy to reuse codewords. A semi-static MPPM2 [45] improves the characterbased PPM to reach up to 21% compression ratio.
The technique we present in this article fits in the general approach of parsing the text into syntactic units (words, in our case) to enhance a general-purpose compressor. However, it is more principled. Instead of using simple identifiers, or ad-hoc heuristics to choose some "good" words to encode in an ad-hoc way, we simply use a statistical semi-static byte-oriented compressor on the words. In Section 4 we study the impact of this decision, and later show that the results we obtain with this clean and elegant method are slightly better than those of the MPPM family, the best exponent of the heuristic methods. In addition, our technique has several other advantages in terms of time and memory usage at compression/decompression, and searchability.
Preprocessing for self-indexing
Apart from the interest of preprocessing the source text to improve the compression, there are also works where such preprocessing has been used to improve indexing. Grabowski et al. [46] built an FM-index over a bitoriented Huffman compressed version of the text (where characters are still the source symbols). The main problem of this technique is that bit-oriented Huffman does not provide self-synchronization, and thus much additional space is needed to mark the codeword boundaries. In order to solve this issue, they used k-bit symbols as the target alphabet and also presented the FM-KZ variant, where Huffman is replaced by KautzZeckendorf coding, which provides self-synchronization. Their resulting self-indexes obtained better extract times than previous structures such as the original FMindex and the SSA, but a worse space/time trade-off for operation locate. Typical English texts were compressed to around 90% of their size, at best.
Recently, some word-based self-indexes for natural language text have been developed. The Word-based CSA (WCSA) [30] builds a self-index over a sequence of words rather than characters, using Sadakane's CSA [25] , which handles large alphabets well. The WCSA achieves compression ratios of 35-40% and very fast indexed search for both words and phrases.
The Byte-Oriented-Codes Wavelet Tree (WTBC) [31] represents the sequence of words with a clever reordering of the bytes resulting from a word-based byte-oriented encoding of the text (such as PH or SCDC). The reordered representation manages to simulate inverted-index-like searches, that is, the occurrences of single-word queries can be efficiently found, but phrases require an expensive intersection of the ocurrences of their words. Compression is around 35% (some space overhead over PH is necessary for the reordering to work).
Compared to Grabowski et al.'s self-index [46] , our proposal uses words as the source symbols, which drastically improves the compression ratios to around 31%. Compared to the WCSA, we use variable-length codes instead of fixed integer values to represent the words. This explains our better compression ratios, yet the WCSA is faster as a function of the pattern length because it regards each word as a symbol while we have to process each of the bytes of its codeword. Compared to the WTBC [31] , our data organization allows us to carry out phrase searches as efficiently as word searches, where the WTBC is much slower.
The original version of this article [1] was the first in improving the performance of self-indexes on natural language; the others [30, 31] came (shortly) after and are significantly more complex to implement. Finally, in parallel to our original work [1] , Ferragina [47] discussed from a conceptual point of view the WFM-index, which builds an FM-index over text compressed with TH. However, no experimental results were given and, to the best of our knowledge, the WFM-index was not further pursued. Some combinations we present in our experimental results are indeed an implementation of an FM-index after a TH preprocessing. As explained, our new SCBDC improves upon TH.
BASIC CONCEPTS
Empirical entropy
Statistical compression is obtained by combining a modeler and a coder [48] . The former gathers statistics (number of occurrences of source symbols) of the text, and the second assigns codewords to those source symbols (shorter codewords to more frequent symbols). The empirical entropy of the text lower bounds the performance achievable by some kinds of statistical compressors.
The zero-order empirical entropy of a text T over an alphabet Σ is defined as follows:
where n = |T |, n c is the number of occurrences of character c, and we assume 0 log 2 0 = 0. Then nH 0 (T ) is a lower bound on the output size of any statistical compressor that counts isolated character frequencies in T , independently of their surrounding characters. Huffman coding, when applied over the frequencies n c , obtains an average codeword length of less than one target symbol more than the zero-order entropy. When T is seen as a sequence of characters, its zero-order entropy is around 5 bits per character (bpc) (62.5% compression ratio) on natural language, but when seen as a sequence of words it drops to around 2 bpc (25% compression ratio). Higher-order modelers consider character frequencies depending on the k characters that precede them. Their performance is lower bounded by the k-th order empirical entropy of T :
where T S is the string formed by the characters preceded by context S in T . A compressor family approaching the performance of H k is PPM. Achieving H k (T ) for large k values is challenging because much memory is needed to handle all the O(|Σ| k ) models. For the k values that can be reached, the entropy is around H k (T ) = 1.2 bpc (15% compression ratio).
Byte codes
As explained, the encoding scheme of TH reserves the first bit of each byte to mark the codeword beginnings, and uses Huffman coding on the remaining 7 bits to ensure that a prefix-free code is obtained.
ETDC can be seen as a variation of TH, as its encoding scheme marks the end of a codeword instead of the beginning. This small change has interesting consequences, as the codewords obtained by ETDC are prefix-free independently of the remaining 7 bits. Therefore, Huffman coding is no longer necessary, and ETDC can use all the combinations on those 7 bits.
That is, the 128 most frequent words in the vocabulary are encoded using the codewords from 00000000 to 01111111 . The next 128 2 words are encoded with 2-byte codewords from 1000000 0000000 to 1111111 01111111 and so on.
The origins of the coding scheme used in ETDC are unclear. We can trace references to similar methods in the literature under the name of byte-codes (bc) or variable-byte coding (Vbyte) [49, 21] , and there are possibly earlier ones.
A more sophisticated variant that achieves better compression is SCDC, where the number of byte-values that either mark the last (stoppers) or the other bytes (continuers) of the codeword is not set to 128 but to a tunable value between 1 and 255. Therefore, s values are used as stoppers and c = 256 − s values as continuers.
That is, the s most frequent words in the vocabulary are encoded using the codes from 0 to s − 1 . Then, the next sc words are encoded with 2-byte codes from s 0 to 255 s−1 , and so on. In [20, 50] a discussion on how to obtain the s and c values that minimize the size of the compressed text for a specific word frequency distribution can be found.
ANALYSIS OF THE PREPROCESSING USING DENSE CODES
The analysis of the byte values obtained by compressing a text T with a byte-oriented word-based compressor (ETDC, PH, etc.) shows that the frequencies of the byte values generated as the output stream are far from uniform. Instead, the same analysis on the output of an arithmetic coder 11 displays a rather homogeneous distribution. Figure 1 depicts this situation on corpus CR (described in Section 7). This suggests that the compressed file ETDC(T ) is still compressible with a bit-oriented compressor. This could not be a compressor based on zero-order modeling, because the zero-order entropy (H 0 ) of ETDC(T ) is too high (around 7 bpc, that is, 87.5% compression ratio), and indeed directly using a word-based bit-oriented compressor (like arith or that in [11] ) achieves better results.
Instead, a deeper study of k-order entropy (H k ) exposes some interesting properties of ETDC. Using software from PizzaChili, Table 1 shows the values of H k obtained for T , ETDC(T ), and a tokenized text where words were considered as the source alphabet (w(T )). The second and third columns show, respectively, H k and the corresponding compression ratio 12 (with respect to the size of the original file). The fourth column displays the number of generated contexts when regarding the text T as a sequence of characters, that is, the k-order modeler gathers statistics of each character c i by looking at the k characters that precede c i . The fifth, sixth, and seventh columns do the same considering the individual byte values of ETDC(T ). For the computation of the values of the last three columns, first the text was parsed considering words as the tokens. Then, all the occurrences of each word were substituted by an identifier (integer) assigned to that word. Finally, a modified version of the software from PizzaChili that processes integers instead of characters was run over that sequence. The ninth column gives the lower bound of the compression that can be achieved by using the k-th order compression over w(T ): it displays (((#Words · H k )/8) · 100)/|T |, where #Words is the total number of words in the file, H k is the corresponding value of the eighth column (in bits per word), and |T | is the size of the file in bytes.
During both the first pass needed to obtain ETDC(T ) and the computation of w(T ), we used the spaceless word model [51] ; that is, if a word is followed by a space, we just consider the word, otherwise both the word and the separator are considered.
When considering plain text, a low-order modeler is usually unable to capture the correlations between 11 Arith, a compressor coupling a word-based modeler with an arithmetic encoder.
It is available at http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/~alistair/arith coder/. 12 The compression ratios displayed in Table 1 do not include the size of the model; this will be considered soon. consecutive characters in the text, thus achieving poor compression, whereas a higher-order modeler needs to handle many contexts. The average length of a word is around 5 bytes in English texts [48] , but the variance is relatively high (and raises if we are interested in the distance between two consecutive words). In general, a high-order modeler needs to achieve k near 10 to capture the relationship between two consecutive words.
Modeling ETDC(T ) instead of T is clearly advantageous in this aspect. Even though the basic atom is still the byte, the average codeword length is less than 2 bytes (even considering separators), and the variance is low as codewords rarely contain more than 3 bytes (this would require more than
, 664 different words in T ). Hence a k-order modeler can capture the correlations between consecutive words with a much smaller k, or capture longer correlations with a given k.
ETDC(T )
, using the spaceless model, needs 4 bytes on average (H 3 ) to capture the correlation between two words. In plain text, H 10 is 0.711 bytes, whereas H 3 for ETDC(T ) is 2.601 bytes, but since ETDC(T ) occupies around 35% of T , the resulting value (2.601 · 0.35 = 0.913 bytes) fits in the same magnitude of compression of plain text.
This also explains why using, say, ETDC is better than using fixed-length integer identifiers for the words:
As ETDC compresses T better than such a simple identifier encoding, it encodes more words on an average context of length k, and thus the modeler captures more correlations when looking at the last k bytes of the compressed/encoded text.
The argument is not that simple, however, because good compressors like PPMdj do not use a fixed k, but rather administer a given amount of memory to store contexts in the best way they can. Therefore, the correct comparison considers the entropy achieved as a function of the number of contexts necessary to achieve it. As seen, the H k values in Table 1 are not directly comparable because they are in bits per symbol, and ETDC(T ) has around one third of the symbols of T . Figure 2 (a) shows the corrected comparison. It displays the value nH k as a function of the number of contexts, where n = |T | for plain text, n=|ETDC(T )| for ETDC, and n=#Words for w(T ). Thus we show the estimated final output size (model excluded) as a function of the main memory required by the compressor. As seen, w(T ) performs better than ETDC(T ); this might suggest that the improvements achieved by using ETDC as a preprocessing could be due to the initial word-based parsing of the text applied by ETDC. Still, the memory consumption obtained by ETDC(T ) is much closer to that achieved with w(T ) than in the case of compressing directly T . However, this is not considering all the aspects yet. A k-th order compressor pays a price not only in terms of memory required to compress, but also in terms of compression ratio, for the number of contexts it uses. It has to encode (as a table if it is semistatic, or as escape symbols if it is adaptive) every different context that appears in the sequence. Figure 2 (b) gives a more realistic estimation of the size of the compressed text achievable by a k-th order compressor, by penalizing each entry of each context with log 2 |Σ| bits, being |Σ| the alphabet size. The results show that although w(T ) performs better with a zero-order modeler, with higher orders the cost of storing the contexts rapidly spoils its compression. Moreover, when considering words as source symbols, in the CR corpus |Σ| is 117,714, instead of the 256 possible byte values when considering ETDC(T ) as a sequence of bytes. Therefore, the cost of storing each context is much higher in the case of w(T ), resulting in a worse compression as the order increases. So the optimum is achieved with a context of k = 1 preceding words.
With respect to the normal text, the minima in the curves show that the compression is expected to be (slightly) better for ETDC(T ) than for T , but also that the necessary k is much smaller. For ETDC(T ) the minimum is achieved with k = 2, whereas T achieves the best compression ratio with k = 5. These values are expected since, as explained, the average codeword length in ETDC(T ) is less than 2 bytes and the average English word is 5 characters long. This permits faster and less sophisticated modelers to succeed on ETDC(T ).
BOOSTING COMPRESSION
The main idea behind this work is simple. A text is firstly compressed with a word-based byte-oriented compressor, and then the resulting data is again compressed with another character-oriented technique X. In this work we have chosen the dense codes (either ETDC or SCDC) to preprocess the text, so the compressed file is obtained as X(Dense(T )). Decompression consists also of two steps. The compressed file is firstly decompressed with X −1 to obtain Dense(T ).
Then the dense decompressor recovers the source text.
Although PH might seem a better choice for preprocessing the text, since it compresses slightly better than SCDC, PH suffers from lack of synchronization that results in a compressed text where direct searches cannot be performed efficiently. We will show that, as dense codes permit us to efficiently perform direct searches, the process of searching the final compressed text with, for example, Lempel-Ziv compression, is much faster than directly searching over gzip(T ). The reason is that the backend compressor has to decompress much less text, which is not in turn decompressed from the ETDC or SCDC format, but directly searched in compressed form. Section 7.3 discusses the details. Following the guidelines given in the previous section, we used both a PPM-based [5] and a BWT-based [9] technique as backend compressors. These are techniques that obtain k-th order compression. From the PPM family we chose Shakarin's PPMd v.j1 (PPMdj). It uses the previous k characters of the text as a context, and models the character frequency according to that context. A character c is usually sought at a given k-order model. If the k-order model fails to predict c, an escape symbol is output and a switch to a lower-order model is performed until c is found. Finally, the obtained statistics are used to encode symbols with an arithmetic coder. As a BWTbased technique we used bzip2. The BWT obtains a permutation of the text such that characters in the same k-th order context are grouped. Then a simple local compression of the permuted text achieves k-th order compression of the original text.
Compressors from the Lempel-Ziv family [3, 4] such as the gzip software or the improved LZMA-based p7zip are also suitable for this sake, as they converge to the k-th order entropy. Lempel-Ziv compression should be useful on top of Dense(T ), as it would detect repeated phrases in natural language text. Table 2 gives some preliminary experiments comparing PH, ETDC, SCDC, and TH as preprocessors for gzip, bzip2, PPMdj, and p7zip. Surprisingly the preprocessing with PH obtained almost the worst values and TH obtained the best results with compressors that obtain k-th order compression (bzip2 and PPMdj). However, apart from their simplicity, we decided to use ETDC and SCDC as they obtain the best overall results (see gzip and p7zip) and the differences are not significant. These experiments were run over corpus CR.
We also included in the experiment a word-tokenized text, where each word is substituted by a fixed-length codeword. Its values are presented in the row labeled None. It uses the minimum number of bytes that are necessary to encode all the different words in the text. In the experiment, we used the corpus CR, which contains 117,713 different words, therefore 3 bytes are enough to encode all the words. We also added a column None that shows the compression ratio achieved by the byte codes without post-processing. The cell with row None and column None displays the compression ratio achieved by the word-tokenized text. As seen, the byte codes obtain better values in all cases, yet PPMdj over word-tokenized text is able to achieve values very close to those of the byte codes. This occurs despite the fact that the average codeword length of the byte codes is less than 2 bytes, whereas the word-tokenized text used fixed 3-byte codewords. Yet, as we set our PPM compressor to capture contexts of lengths up to 12, it seems that the same degree of correlations were captured in both cases.
Although the final differences in compression ratio are not of the same magnitude as before applying the backend compressor, the file size of the word-tokenized text, which is input to the backend compressor, is almost twice that of the file obtained by the bytecode compressors.
Thus a byte-code compression preprocessing makes the (comparatively slow) backend compressor/decompressor work over much less data, and therefore boosts compression/decompression times.
We also tried Re-pair [10] as a backend compressor. However, we will see that, in this case, the preprocessing step does not actually improve the results of Repair over the original text. This is because Re-pair naturally starts by forming words via contracting pairs of symbols, and then combines words, so starting from the words makes little difference, as already observed in previous work [52] .
BOOSTING SELF-INDEXING
The same idea in the previous section can be applied to the construction of self-indexes. Yet, in principle, we cannot use ETDC or SCDC, given that they are not suffix-free codes.
13 This is a mandatory property when searching for a pattern p in a self-index built over compressed data, as it permits to compress p and then search for its compressed form directly. Note that, in online searches over text compressed with a non-suffixfree code, upon a possible match of p, the searcher could still check the previous byte to determine if it was either an actual occurrence of p or a suffix of a longer codeword [20] . However, performing this check on self-indexes 9 would turn into linear-time searching, whereas indexed searching should take sublinear time.
For example, assume that we have preprocessed a text with ETDC and then a CSA has been built on it. Assume also that ETDC has assigned the codeword 26 to word "the" and codeword 200 26 to "journal", and that we want to count the occurrences of "the" using the CSA. Therefore, we are interested in counting the occurrences of 26 preceded by a byte with a value lower than 128 (a stopper in ETDC [20] ) to ensure that the occurrences of 26 reported are actual occurrences of "the" rather than a suffix of a longer codeword such as that of "journal". Unfortunately, the CSA will report all the occurrences of 26 , and we will have to check later if those occurrences are valid or not, one by one. Therefore, being x the number of occurrences of 26 , counting the occurrences of "the" would cost, due to the required check, Ω(x) time in our CSA built on ETDC compressed data. However, that operation would have costed only O(m log n) time on a regular CSA, being m the length of the search pattern. Note that, if we use a suffix-free code (such as TH) that check is no longer needed and the counting operation costs only O(m log n).
As a result, we can still use TH as the base compressor because it generates suffix-free codewords. In addition, we have also developed a new suffix-free member of the family of dense codes which is discussed in the next section.
SCBDC: (s, c, b, o)−dense codes
Observe that the codewords of both ETDC and SCDC are made from two disjoint sets of byte-values; the last byte of each codeword uses a set of byte-values (stoppers) and the rest of bytes use a different set of byte-values (continuers). Since a codeword always ends with a stopper, a shorter codeword cannot be a prefix of a longer codeword. Yet, both the one-byte codewords and the last byte of the longer codewords share the same byte-values. For example, the codeword 0 is a suffix of the codeword 128 0 . Similarly a two-byte codeword like 128 0 is a suffix of the longer codeword 129 128 0 , and so on. We designed the (s, c, b, o)−dense code (SCBDC), which overcomes the previous problems, and still keeps the prefix-free property of ETDC and SCDC. To achieve a prefix-and suffix-free dense code, instead of using only two different sets of byte values, the new SCBDC has four sets of byte values:
1. One-byte codewords have its own set of byte values.
This prevents one-byte codewords from being either prefixes or suffixes of longer codewords. 2. Beginners are first-byte values of codewords of two or more bytes. Since the first byte value of a codeword cannot occur in any other part of a codeword, we ensure that shorter codewords cannot be suffixes of longer codewords.
3. Stoppers are last-byte values of codewords of two or more bytes. These bytes work like in ETDC and SCDC to achieve a prefix-free code. Since the value of the last byte of a codeword cannot occur in any other position of a codeword, shorter codewords cannot be prefixes of longer codewords. 4. Continuers are the rest of byte values, which are used in the middle bytes of codewords of length three or more.
In Figure 3 , each set of bytes is represented with a rectangle with a different filling pattern. In the upper part of the figure, we can see that both SCDC and SCBDC are prefix-free codes. Observe, for example, the second byte of the codewords of length 2 and 3, in both SCDC and SCBDC. In the case of the codeword of length 2, this byte is a stopper, whereas in the case of the codeword of length 3, this byte is a continuer. Therefore these two bytes are different values for sure, and then the 2-byte codeword cannot be a prefix of the 3-byte codeword. In the bottom part of the figure we can observe that the last byte of SCDC codewords is always from the same set of byte values (stoppers) and the rest of bytes are continuers, therefore shorter codewords can be suffixes of longer codewords. This problem is solved in SCBDC: i) one-byte codewords use different values with respect to all the others, and ii) the values for the first byte of longer codewords are taken from a different set of values (beginners) thus avoiding the suffix problem.
Both SCDC and SCBDC adapt their encoding schemes to the word frequency distribution of the source words. SCDC computes the s and c values that achieve the best compression, whereas SCBDC has to compute two additional values. As in SCDC, the most practical way to tune its parameters is performing a brute-force search [20] which computes the size of the compressed text for each combination of s, c, b, and o, and finally chooses the best value. By precomputing cumulative frequencies of the vocabulary sorted by decreasing frequency, the whole computation takes time
where l is the number of bits of the symbols. In our case l = 8 as we use bytes; this involves less than 3 million accesses to the array of cumulative frequencies. The time consumed by this process harms the compression time of short files, while it becomes more negligible as we compress larger files (see Section 7). For example, in our test computer, the search for s, c, b, and o takes 0.0324 sec in the corpus CR, which represents around 2% of the compression time. In a shorter corpus of 2 Mbytes (see Section 7 for a description of the CALGARY corpus), this time has a considerable impact, given that the whole compression process takes 0.11 sec, which is 37% slower than the compression time of the same file using SCDC.
To decrease the costs of this process we developed a procedure that, instead of computing all the possible combinations, uses a heuristic to check only some of This last pass gives the final o, s, c, and b values. In all our tests, this process gave the same values as the brute-force version. In the corpus CR, this heuristic search takes 0.0045 seconds, that is 7 times faster than the brute-force approach, and in the case of the CALGARY corpus, the whole compression process consumes 0.09 sec, only 6% slower than SCDC. Yet, in the experiments of Section 7, we used the version with the brute-force process.
Indexing
We applied the same idea used in compression for boosting indexing, but using TH and SCBDC which, as explained, are prefix and suffix-free codes. We first apply the compressor to the original text. This produces a sequence of bytes reduced to around 33% of the original size. The resulting sequence is then self-indexed. In order to search for an occurrence of a pattern p, we encode the pattern (with the same code used to compress the original text) and provide its codeword C p to the self-index, that directly searches for pattern C p (just considering it as a sequence of bytes). Note that, since the time needed to search for a pattern p typically depends on its length, and given that it usually holds that |p| > |C p | we expect to obtain improved search times. 
T CT Chars c o d e s a n d s c d c t a g g e d
h u f f m a n ... The only additional structure needed is a table to hold the correspondence between original words and the codewords that represent them in the compressed text. To allow searches (encoding the search pattern is needed), this structure has to provide the codeword corresponding to a word. This implies that the words should either be sorted or kept in a hash table. In addition, during decompression the reverse process is needed: decoding a codeword C i recovers the word at the i-th entry in the vocabulary sorted by frequency. Therefore, keeping a list of words sorted by frequency is also mandatory. Figure 4 shows the data structures that are used to manage the search operations supported by the self-indexes built over text compressed with SCBDC and TH.
14 Note that Chars and V oc f req keep the list of words sorted by frequency: the i-th word is in
Note also that V oc alpha contains pointers to V oc f req that permit us to access the words in alphabetical order (so binary searching for a pattern p in the vocabulary is possible). We studied three different variants to handle these vocabulary structures (Chars, V oc f req , and V oc alpha arrays), with different space/time tradeoffs: (i) uncompressed representation; (ii) Chars is kept uncompressed, whereas V oc f req and V oc alpha are compacted using ⌈(log 2 |Chars|)⌉ bits and ⌈log 2 n⌉ bits respectively (n represents the number of different words); and (iii) Chars is compressed with a charoriented Huffman and the other structures are handled as in case (ii) (yet pointers to bit positions are necessary in this case). The best space/time trade-off was obtained by the approach (ii).
In our implementation, the addition of the vocabulary structures represents an increase of around 5-8% in the size of the index. Yet, as explained, the index built over compressed text is still much more space efficient than that built over plain text.
We modified both TH and SCBDC to ensure that at least one byte value remains unused in the compressed text. This is generally required by the self-indexes, that will usually choose that value as a terminator during the indexing process. In practice, this modification loses less than 0.05% in compression ratio.
We considered four self-indexes from the PizzaChili site: we used the 2.0 version of AFFM, the 3.0 version of SSA, the LZ-Index-4 version [29] of LZI, and the text version of CSA. As in the case of high-order compressors, AFFM, LZI, and CSA produce structures whose sizes approach the k-th order entropy of the indexed sequence (yet in some of them, like the LZI, the constant may be large), whereas the SSA size is related to the zero-order entropy. Therefore, we expect the AFFM, LZI, and CSA to be successful in detecting highorder correlations in TH(T ) and SCBDC(T ), where a smaller k would be sufficient to succeed compared to those indexes built on T . This is particularly important because the AFFM, LZI, and CSA are limited in practice to achieve entropies of relatively low k.
Boosting self-indexing without the suffixfree property: SCDC
In the previous sections, we have shown that by using byte-oriented codes having the suffix-free property, any char-based self-index can be directly built on top of the compressed data without the need of modifying its implementation. In such way, we obtain a universal preprocessing step that boosts any self-index. On the one hand, using SCBDC instead of SCDC yields a little loss in compression, as we will show in Section 7.1. On the other hand, using SCDC would require the index to check whether each occurrence of a pattern is preceded by a stopper (a byte value in the range [0, s − 1]).
In this section we show that it is still possible to use SCDC as the backend compressor, and build AFFM, CSA, and SSA indexes on the compressed data, so that the expensive check can be avoided. Yet, some modifications are required in both the SCDC and the search procedure of the indexes.
Those self-indexes (let us call them generically SA, for suffix arrays [53] ) represent all the suffixes of the text they index in lexicographic order, so that they find all the occurrences of a pattern q by identifying a lexicographic range of suffixes starting with q. The idea is that, although [0, s − 1] · q does not lead to a lexicographic range of suffixes, its reverse, q rev ·[0, s− 1] (where q rev means q read backwards) does. To use this property, instead of building the selfindexes on top of SCDC(T ), we build them over SCDC (T ) rev , that is, over the text compressed with SCDC 15 and then read backwards. By doing so, we will have to search not for the compressed representation of a pattern p, that is, SCDC(p), but for its reversed counterpart, SCDC(p) rev , followed by a range of
This kind of search is particularly convenient in suffix array indexes using backward-search such as AFFM, CSA, and SSA, as it permits us to perform the check to avoid false matches very efficiently. Backward search processes the characters of the search pattern in backward order, and starting with the range [0, s − 1] only requires that the search does not start over the whole array of suffixes, but only on the range of suffixes that begin with a character in the range [0, s − 1].
For example, assume that a compressed pattern cp = 200 26 is being searched for on a self-index SA built over text compressed with SCDC. Therefore, the CSA will firstly find intervals over CSA(SCDC(T )) with suffixes starting by 26 , and in the next step it will reduce that range to an interval where suffixes start by 200 26 . Therefore, the backward search involves only processing the two bytes of the pattern cp, but in a later step we will have to extract one extra byte before all those occurrences to filter out only the occurrences of cp preceded by a stopper.
However, if we build our CSA on top of SCDC(T ) rev , we can directly search for cp
. In this case, the first step of the backward search is modified so that it focuses in locating a range containing suffixes that start with a stopper, hence performing the needed check in a cheap way. Next, the backward search continues considering the bytes 200 and 26 as usual. In this case, all the occurrences reported are guaranteed to be proper occurrences of cp ′ . Therefore, the only additional cost of the search is that it consists of |cp| + 1 steps rather than of just |cp|.
To sum up, we have shown that SCDC can still be used to boost self-indexing. Yet, it requires modifying the implementation of the indexes so that it permits us to avoid reporting false occurrences in an efficient way.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we used some large text collections from trec-2 and trec-4, namely Ziff Data 1989-1990 (ZIFF), Congressional Record 1993 (CR), and Financial Times 1991 (FT91). As a small collection, we used the Calgary corpus (CALG). 16 We also created a larger corpora (ALL) by aggregating them all, AP Newswire 1988, and Financial Times 1992 to 1994. Table 3 shows the sizes of these corpora. From now on, any claim will be made with respect to this set of corpora.
An isolated Intel R Xeon R -E5520@2.26GHz with 72 GB DDR3@800MHz RAM was used on our tests. It ran Ubuntu 9.10 (kernel 2.6.31-19-server), using gcc version 4.4.1 with -O9 options. Time results refer to cpu user time.
In all cases, compression times assume that the compressors or the cascades are fed with the text in plain form. In the same way, decompression times include the complete process of recovering the original text. We recall that our compression ratios give the size of the compressed file as a percentage of the original size in plain form (text) and, in this section and subsequent sections, they include the size of any structure needed to recover the original file (model and/or dictionary).
(s,c,b,o)-Dense Code
We start by analyzing our suffix-free dense code. We compare it with the most popular byte-oriented codes: PH, TH, ETDC, and SCDC. Table 3 shows the compression ratios, whereas Tables 4 and 5 show the compression and decompression speeds, respectively.
Obviously, by having more restrictions on its byte assignments, SCBDC necessarily compresses less than SCDC. Yet, its main competitor is not the SCDC, but the TH, as this code is also suffix-free. In our experiments, SCBDC outperforms TH in compression ratio (by around 1%). Differences in compression and decompression speed are negligible in all cases, and the reasons should be found in small details like 16 We concatenated in a single file the subset of the text files of the Calgary collection: book1-2, bib, news, and paper1-6.
The Calgary corpus is available at compiler optimizations or cache misses. The only remarkable differences are that SCBDC is a bit slower at decompression (under 9%) and during the compression of small files, as explained in Section 6.1. As a member of the dense code family, SCBDC is easier to program than TH, since it does not need to deal with any kind of tree construction process. In addition, as we will see in Section 7.4, the byte ordering of SCBDC is predicted better by CSA and especially by AFFM. TH.
Boosting compression
In this section, we compare plain compressors with the cascade of first applying a dense compressor and then a backend compressor. Our comparison includes the following compressors:
• ETDC and SCDC standalone.
17
• The Re-pair 18 compressor coupled with a bitoriented Huffman.
19
• Gnu gzip, 20 a Ziv-Lempel-based compressor.
• The p7zip compressor, 21 which is a LZMA compressor with a dictionary of up to 4 Gigabytes. It uses 8 CPUs during compression on our machine.
• Seward's bzip2, 22 a compressor based on the Burrows-Wheeler transform.
• As a representative of the PPM family, we used Shakarin's PPMd v.j1 23 (PPMdj).
We used the maximum compression options whenever they existed, that is, gzip -9, bzip2 -9, and PPMdj -m256 -o12 -r1. 24 All these compressors X were compared with the cascade of ETDC+X and SCDC+X. In what follows, we will use the term "dense+X" to refer to "ETDC+X and SCDC+X".
We also included in the comparison the MPPM
13
In the compilation of ETDC, SCDC, and MPPM, we used the -m32 option, as those compressors were designed for 32 bit machines. In the case of PPMdj, we also used -m32 option, as we could not compile the 64-bit version in our test machine. In the case of Repair we had to compile it with -m64 option, otherwise it cannot compress the ZIFF and ALL corpus. Finally, we used the 64-bit versions of gzip, bzip2, and p7zip distributed for our test system. Table 6 shows the compression ratios achieved in our tests. The first three lines show the values of ETDC, SCDC, and MPPM applied over plain text. In the rest of lines, the first column indicates if a preprocessing step was applied or not. A "None" means that the compressor in the second column was applied over plain text. Otherwise, the first column informs about the compressor (either ETDC or SCDC) used as a preprocessing step, and the second column shows the backend compressor.
It can be seen that dense+gzip obtains an improvement over gzip of more than 10 percentage points (except in the smallest corpus). These results permit dense+gzip to overcome bzip2 by around 1.5 percentage points. Similarly, dense+bzip2 improves bzip2 by around 3-4 percentage points (again excepting the smallest corpus).
Dense+p7zip overcomes p7zip by around 3 percentage points, if we except again the smallest corpora. This cascade overcomes the values of MPPM (in large corpora) and Re-pair, but, as we show below, with much better compression and decompression times.
Dense+PPMdj obtains improvements in the two largest corpora of around 0.5 percentage points with respect to PPMdj, therefore obtaining impressive values of compression ratio of around 17%, the best one of our experiments. In practice, dense+PPMdj works similarly to MPPM. While MPPM associates 2-byte identifiers to each word, which are later encoded with a PPM encoder (PPMdi 26 ), dense+PPMdj uses the codeword associated by ETDC or SCDC to each word as its id. We are not including results for dense+PPMdi, since PPMdi is less powerful than PPMdj. However, to have a fairer comparison with MPPM, we also run some limited experiments. We obtained that ETDC+PPMdi overcomes MPPM in compression ratio by around 0.5-1 percentage points.
Our rough estimation in Figure 2 (b) predicted that ETDC over k-th order compressed text would achieve at most 21% compression ratio. Yet, Table 6 shows that, in corpus CR, it barely overcomes PPMdj over plain text, but with compression ratios around 16%. This difference is due to the sophisticated PPMdj, which is an improved PPMd version called PPM with Information Inheritance [44] .
The only compressor that obtains worse compression ratios by applying the cascade is Re-pair, for the reasons 26 Available at the Pizza-Chili website. already explained. Table 7 shows compression speed. In compression, on the one hand, the backend compressor is run over a text compressed with ETDC or SCDC, so it has to compress only around 33% of the original text. On the other hand, the cascade needs to apply two procedures instead of just one. However, since ETDC and SCDC are much faster than most of the backend compressors, the benefits surpass the costs and the cascades are up to 5 times faster than the corresponding backend compressor. More precisely, the cascades are around 38-87% faster in the case of gzip, 24-76% with bzip2, between 3 and 5 times when using p7zip, 7-80% with PPMdj, and even in the case of Re-pair, where the cascades performed worse in compression ratio, there is an improvement in compression speed between 24% and 210%. Table 8 displays the decompression speed. Here, as some backend decompressors are very fast, the cascades do not always improve times. In fact, the cascades are between 20% and 35% slower in the case of gzip, between 24% and 57% in the case of p7zip, and between 7% and 25% in the case of Re-pair. However, when using bzip2 and PPMdj, the cascades obtain a speedup of around 9-42% and 8-85%, respectively.
We note that those measurements have been obtained by just compressing the text with ETDC or SCDC, and then running the second compressor over the compressed text that is obtained in the first stage. Better results would be obtained by joining both techniques in such a way that the output of ETDC or SCDC would be used directly as the input of the second compressor. These would avoid many disk I/Os (and I/O buffering management) and performance would be improved. Figure 5 shows trade-offs between compression ratio and compression/decompression speed achieved by the cascades against compressors applied over the plain text. In order to avoid cluttering the figure, we did not include the ETDC and its cascades, as their values are very close to those of SCDC. In particular, with respect to gzip, dense+gzip obtains an improvement of 14-48% in compression ratio and 38-87% in compression speed, yet the decompression performance worsens by around 20-35%. Moreover, dense+gzip improves the compression ratio obtained by bzip2 by around 1.5 percentage points, while it is around 2-3 times faster at compression and around 3-4 times faster at decompression. Reaching a compression ratio around 22-24%, dense+gzip obtains values that are very close to those of the powerful but slow p7zip technique. Dense+gzip is from 8.5 to 19 times faster than p7zip at compression and around 53-75% at decompression. Dense+gzip is around 4 percentage points worse than MPPM -9 and Re-pair in compression ratio. However, Dense+gzip is 9-123 times faster than Re-pair and around 7-9 times faster than MPPM at compression, being around 0-83% faster than Re-pair and around 20 times faster than MPPM at decompression. Finally, dense+gzip loses 6-7 percentage points against the unbeatable PPMdj, but it is around 4-10 times faster at compression and 16-40 times faster at decompression. To sum up, dense+gzip poses an almost unbeatable trade-off between space and compression and decompression efficiency.
Discussion
Dense+bzip2 obtains also a very good compression ratio (around 22-24% in large corpora) and improves bzip2 by around 3-4 percentage points; these values are on a par with the compression ratios achieved by p7zip. With respect to performance, bzip2 is overcome by around 24-76% at compression and 9-42% at decompression speed.
Dense+p7zip compresses around 3 percentage points more than p7zip in large texts. Dense+p7zip also improves the compression ratio achieved by Re-pair in all the corpora of our experiments. The same occurs with MPPM in the large corpora. Yet, dense+p7zip is between 3-28 times faster at compression when comparing with Re-pair. It is also around twice as fast as MPPM at compression and 7-10 times faster at decompression than MPPM.
With respect to PPMdj alone, dense+PPMdj improves its compression ratios by around 0.5 percentage points in large texts and obtains compression and decompression times around 7-85% better. Dense+PPMdj overcomes by far all the other compressors in compression ratio. Furthermore, it compresses around twice as fast as MPPM, between 2.5 to 21 times faster than Re-pair, and around 2.3-4.5 times faster than p7zip. Yet, the heavy PPM modeling cost makes it around 10-15 times slower than Re-pair and 9-15 times slower than p7zip at decompression.
The case of Re-pair is the only exception of our experiments. The preprocessing can only improve the compression speed, yet it is still very slow.
Boosting Online Search
Dense codes were designed as text compressors that allow direct search and random access. They are not the best techniques in compression ratio, although they can compete with many state-of-the-art compressors. Their success is their good trade-off between compression ratio and speed during compression and decompression, and more importantly, their ability to directly search the compressed text faster than searching the plain text.
Although in the next section we will show that selfindexes take advantage from indexing a TH, SCBDC, and SCDC compressed text, this section is devoted to online search. We show that if a backend compressor produces compressed text that allows reasonably efficient decompression, then the preprocessing step also boosts the search on the compressed file up to the point that, in some cases, it is even faster than searching the original file, yet with much better compression ratios than ETDC or SCDC alone. The reason for this achievement is that the backend decompressor must generate only about one third of the text than if applied without preprocessing. Over this resulting decompressed text, we run the ETDC or SCDC searches, which are several times faster than on the original uncompressed text files. Two factors benefit the search over the preprocessed text: i) a shorter input file; and ii) a larger alphabet (with a probability of 1/119.4 ≈ 0.008 that two random characters match, versus 1/19.3 ≈ 0.052 on plain text), which produces fewer unsuccessful partial matchings during the search.
From the list of backend compressors of this empirical study, we chose gzip, which is the fastest one at decompression. We note that, coupled with ETDC or SCDC preprocessing, it achieves a very decent compression ratio of around 24% on large collections. We used software Lzgrep 27 [54] , which couples the 27 http://www.dcc.uchile.cl/~gnavarro/software/lzgrep.tar.gz.
decompression and the pattern matching on a single buffer, and modified the original software in order to search text compressed with ETDC and SCDC instead of plain text.
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We performed single and multi-pattern searches for patterns chosen at random over corpus ALL. We compared searches over dense+gzip with searches over uncompressed text, over text compressed with ETDC, and over text compressed with gzip.
To search text compressed with ETDC, we use our own implementations of Horspool and Set-Horspool algorithms 29 [55, 56] : Horspool for single-pattern searches and Set-Horspool for multi-pattern searches.
Three different algorithms were tested to search the uncompressed text: our own implementations of Horspool and Set-Horspool algorithms, and the Agrep Finally, we used the original Lzgrep to search text compressed with gzip. All the software of this experiment was compiled with the -m32 flag.
To choose the search patterns, we considered the vocabulary of corpus ALL, and extracted sets of patterns with K words of length L at random. We considered lengths L=5 and 10, and sets of K=1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 patterns. Figure 6 shows the average running times of the searchers over 10 different sets for each combination of L and K.
Leaving apart ETDC, which is unbeatable in search speed, by comparing Lzgrep over ETDC+gzip or SCDC+gzip with the plain text searchers, we observe that the search over that compressed text is between 1.5 and 10 times slower in the case of patterns of length 10. When searching for 100 patterns or less of length 5 (the average length of English words), where the plain text searchers perform shorter shifts, Lzgrep over dense+gzip is still 6-468% slower. However, when more than 100 patterns are searched for in parallel, the cascade is able to overcome plain text searchers by around 6-33%.
The preprocessing is indeed successful, as Lzgrep over dense+gzip is between 2 and 2.5 times faster than Lzgrep over text compressed with gzip. Note also that the original Lzgrep was not competitive with uncompressed text searchers, being preferable to decompress and then search. However, with the cascades, the gap between Lzgrep and the plain text searchers narrows and, as seen, Lzgrep is able to overcome the others in some cases. Figure 7 shows the trade-offs between space and search speed achieved by the Lzgrep searchers over text compressed with dense+gzip in comparison with those searchers working over either plain text or text compressed with ETDC. We used patterns of length 5, the average length of English words. As seen, Lzgrep over dense compressed text obtains an interesting tradeoff, with the best compression ratios of the comparative (around 24%), Lzgrep over dense+gzip obtains results comparable to those of the plain text searchers and, as explained, an important improvement with respect to the original Lzgrep. With compression ratios around 33%, the searches over ETDC compressed text remain as the fastest ones, being around 4-11 times faster than Lzgrep over dense+gzip.
Discussion
Boosting Indexed Search
Figures 8, 9, and 10 compare the AFFM and CSA selfindexes 31 built over text compressed with TH, SCBDC, and SCDC with those built over the original text. Throughout this section SCDC refers to the version presented in Section 6.3, that is, the one that outputs the compressed text backwards. We also include both WTBC and WCSA in the comparison. Although we run the same experiments on SSA and LZI, we omit them to avoid cluttering the figures, as they were not competitive with AFFM and CSA.
Using corpus CR, and different values of the tuning parameters of each self-index, the figures show the space/time trade-off obtained for locating and counting all the occurrences of patterns composed of 1 and 4 words. We also show extract performance for each selfindex. We measure the time needed to recover 1,000 snippets of the original text with 10,000 characters each. We give average times per extracted character. We do not include display operation, as it is basically locate plus extract.
In all cases, the cascades clearly improve the space/time trade-off obtained by their traditional counterparts. Furthermore, we compared the size of the text compressed by the backend compressors with that of both AFFM and CSA tuned to obtain low space requirements. In the case of CSA when reducing the sample rate (SR) to 256 and setting the sampling of Ψ (S Ψ ) to 256, the resulting SCBDC+CSA achieves a compression ratio of 31.64%, that is, even better than applying ETDC alone (31.94%), just as the k-th order compressors improved upon the result of ETDC(T ) or SCDC(T ). In addition, SCDC+CSA with SR=1024 and S Ψ =1024 obtains a compression ratio of 30.33%, hence overcoming the compression ratio of SCDC (31.29%) by around 1 percentage point. Similarly, the 33.52% achieved by the AFFM built over text compressed with SCBDC when using SR=4096 and the rank factor (RF ) is set to 64, still overcomes the compression ratio of TH alone (34.28%) and also that of SCBDC (33.93%). However, the AFFM built on top of SCDC was not able to overcome compressors alone. Even though we tuned it with a very sparse sampling (SR=16384 and RF =1024), it obtained a compression ratio of 35.96%.
In any case, if we set the parameters to obtain structures of the same size, the self-indexes built over compressed text will always be much faster. For example, the AFFM over plain text with SR=1024 and RF =64 achieves a compression ratio of 56.94%. Using AFFM over SCBDC, to obtain a structure of similar size, we can set SR=16 and RF =4 (55.77%). In these circumstances, the self-index built over text compressed with SCBDC is 80-130 times faster to perform locate, around 78%-100% faster at performing count, and around 2.5 times faster on extract operation. On the other hand, if we set the parameters to obtain two structures that achieve similar search times, the self-index over compressed text will occupy between half and one third of the size of the index built from plain text. For example, AFFM over plain text with SR=16 and RF =64 obtained a locating time per occurrence of 3.609 µsec, when searching for patterns of 4 words, whereas the AFFM over TH with SR=16 and RF =8, obtains 3.601 µsec. Yet, the self-index over TH occupies 55.67% of the original text, whereas the self-index over plain text occupies 106.16%. Using again the AFFM over plain text with SR=16 and RF =64, its counting time for patterns of length 4 is 0.0224 msec; to achieve a similar time with AFFM over TH, we have to set RF =64 and SR=1024 (0.0214 msec). With these settings, the AFFM over TH occupies 36.69%, whereas AFFM over plain text occupies 106.16%. Finally, AFFM over plain text with SR=16 and RF =4 needs 0.565 µsec to extract one character (on average), and its compression ratio is 116.36%. AFFM over TH with RF =32 and SR=1024 consumes 0.546 µsec, with a compression ratio of 37.10%. Similar conclusions are obtained when comparing the indexes built on top of SCDC with those built over plain text.
With respect to the differences between TH and SCBDC, the k-th order self-index AFFM seems to predict better the bytes in SCBDC(T ) than those in TH(T ). This is not surprising: after a one-byte value or a stopper only a one-byte value or a beginner can follow, after a beginner only a continuer or a stopper can follow, and so on; this is not that regular on TH. With the same parameters, the index over SCBDC is around 6-9% smaller than the one built over text compressed with TH. The same happens with CSA, but differences are only around 1%.
When we compare SCBDC with SCDC, we find that, surprisingly, the AFFM built on top of SCBDC obtains much better compression than that over SCDC (around 3 percentage points in most cases when setting both indexes with the same parameters). Furthermore, the SCBDC version clearly obtains also better performance at both count and locate operations, whereas the times for extract are similar when using both SCDC and SCBDC. In the case of CSA, results show that CSA built on top of SCDC requires slightly less memory to work. The SCDC version is slower at count than that using SCBDC, but it becomes faster at extract. In locate, CSA built on top of both SCDC and that built over SCBDC obtain similar times.
With respect to WTBC and WCSA, the tradeoff between compression ratio and locate performance of our CSA self-index built over compressed text is comparable to that of WCSA, although worse than that of WTBC in short patterns. When considering the count performance for short patterns, CSA over compressed text can compete with WTBC, but its results are worse than those of the WCSA. Yet, in long patterns, CSA over compressed text is able to overcome the WCSA and improves by far the results of the WTBC. Finally, in the extract operation, the character-based self-indexes over compressed text are clearly worse than both WCSA and WTBC. This is expectable as the last ones extract data word-wise, so each extracted symbol consists in one word rather than in just one single character.
We remind that WCSA and WTBC are very sophisticated indexing systems, so it is remarkable that our simple combinations perform reasonably close by just prepending a word encoding to the character-based indexers. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that byte-oriented natural language compressors such as ETDC, SCDC, SCBDC, TH, and PH are not only attractive because of their acceptable compression ratio and high compression and decompression speed. They can also be seen as a transformation of the text that boosts classical compression/indexing techniques. They transform a text into a much shorter sequence of bytes (around 30-35% of the original text) that is still compressible and, in the case of TH and SCBDC (and in some cases SCDC), can also be self-indexed. The results obtained by cascading word-based byteoriented semistatic compressors with the block-wise bzip2, the Ziv-Lempel-based gzip and p7zip (LZMA), and the predictive PPM-based PPMdj, show clear improvements in their compression ratio and speed. In the case of bzip2 and PPMdj (the slowest techniques at decompression) the decompression speed was also improved. We showed that the cascades yield an attractive space/efficiency trade-off. Dense+gzip is very fast, obtains very good compression, and allows quite efficient direct search over the compressed text. Dense+bzip2 compresses a bit more but it is also slower. Dense+p7zip obtains even better compression at the expense of losing some performance. Dense+PPMdj obtains the best compression ratio of our experiments, around an impressive 17%. Finally, Re-pair remained as the only compressor that does not take a clear advantage of the preprocessing.
We also showed that the preprocessing improves considerably the search times on the compressed text. We empirically demonstrated this over text compressed with gzip.
We adapted the Lzgrep software to search both text compressed with ETDC+gzip and SCDC+gzip. The empirical results showed that the searches over text compressed with dense+gzip are around 2-2.5 times faster than those performed with the original Lzgrep over text compressed with gzip. Moreover, when we search for more than 100 patterns of length 5, Lzgrep over dense+gzip outperforms the plain text searchers. We have seen that self-indexing can be boosted in a similar way by just building the traditional char-based self-indexes over the compressed sequence obtained with a prefix and suffix-free word-based byte-oriented text compressor. As the only candidate up to now was TH, we also developed SCBDC, the first suffix-free compressor from the family of dense codes. SCBDC retains the same features of TH. Yet, it is simpler to implement and improves its compression ratio, while obtaining similar performance. We also showed how SCDC codes can be used in combination with some selfindexes to provide indexed searches, despite not being suffix-free.
Our experiments showed how indexing also benefits from the use of a compressed version of the text. If we build both the AFFM and CSA over text compressed with TH, SCBDC or SCDC, and we set their parameters in order to obtain structures of the same size as if we indexed the plain text, we obtain self-indexes that are much (up to 130 times) faster than the traditional ones. If we instead set the parameters of each selfindex to obtain two structures with similar search speed, the self-index built over compressed text will occupy between half and one third of the size of that built over plain text. The newer WTBC and WCSA improve our results, but these self-indexes represent new complex developments, whereas our results are obtained combining already developed software and adding a small amount of new code.
As future work, we are interested in obtaining actual implementations of joined ETDC+X or SCDC+X compressors and decompressors, especially in the case of ETDC+gzip because of its impressive compression/performance trade-off.
These joined versions would avoid many disk I/Os, thus further improving the performance.
In addition, in the case where efficient direct search is not possible due to the backend compressor, we can exploit other byte-oriented codes that display better compression performance [21] . Under the same circumstances, we can explore the use of vocabulary pruning techniques [43, 45] in order to avoid the appearance of 3-byte codewords, and then obtain better compression ratios. 
